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The true nature of things.
éditorial

If design aims for a successful alliance of aesthetics and
function, the quest for beauty does not begin and end with
the search for new forms. Beauty is also expressed in going to
the very heart of things: to demonstrate how fine each and
every material can be, when it is well handled. And to make of
each product a precious object by exalting both materials and
quality of workmanship.
In a world disconnected from the concrete, with the evergrowing risk of losing oneself in the meanderings of virtual
reality, we all feel the need to rediscover ourselves, to reaffirm
our identities and to reconnect with real values. It is for this
reason that one renews contact with nature and with the
authenticity of the materials which have been ever put at our
disposal by its three kingdoms: the mineral (earthenware/
ceramic, metal), the vegetable (wood, cotton, linen) and the
animal (feathers, wool, leatherwear).
It is no accident if the 40 designers who contributed to the
Ligne Roset 2013 collection have found themselves on just
such a quest, where materials, and their enhancement by
traditional craftsmanship, reign supreme.

To begin, we have Patrick Pagnon and Claude Pelhaître, who
are celebrating the 30th anniversary of their collaboration with
Roset by bringing us the Racines dining table with its sculptural
base entirely made from solid oak, and their ‘raw sawn’ effect
oak-fronted Et cetera occasional/shelving units.
This year is rich indeed in cabinet furniture, with the Tolbiac
shelving from Gregoire de Lafforest, one of the first 3D or
‘helix’ versions; the Frost extending dining table from Dondoli
& Pocci, with its aluminium frame and tough laminated top
(from 1.60 m to 2.60 m when open); the asymmetrical Litho
desk from Thibault Desombre; and the highly functional Notule
desk from Hertel & Klarhoefer.
Then comes Didier Gomez and his Nils settees, padded all
over – both structure and cushions – with goose feathers and
covered in fabrics made from natural fibres such as cotton
and linen. Nathan Yong continues on his chosen path with the
Elizabeth armchair and settee with their solid ash structures
and the kind of cushioning where comfort, charm and emotion
make all the difference.

Noé Duchaufour-Lawrance and his Torii armchair, a vector
of feelings and emotions, on a locus somewhere between
Copenhagen and Tokyo. Toshiyuki Kita and his @-chair and
@-servant, a multi-position, multifunctional easy chair with its
own footrest and 100% Kita style. Benjamin Graindorge, one of
the youngest but also one of the most talented designers, with
his Lace seat/footstool, a prettily seductive piece with some
lovely cultural references.
Thibault Desombre with the Vik chair with its solid ash base;
Italian designer Elia Mangia with the Paon table lamp on a
solid walnut base; and then Marie-Christine Dorner with her
One Shape sofa end table, a unique shape created using two
materials – sawn-effect solid oak and lacquered ceramic.
Ceramic is also used, in a matt finish this time, by Benjamin
Hubert on his Container by table lamp. Enamelled ceramic
appears on Mardi 22/09, a voluptuous lamp by Guillaume
Bardet. Finally, Liran Levi’s Floo defies the laws of gravity with
a never-before-seen suspended ceiling light.
When Antonia Sironi worked with steel for his Luna Rossa
ceiling light, his aim was to make it more natural: he rusted it
and ‘fixed’ the rust with wax for a natural, very ‘shabby chic’
effect. Steel appears again, blackened this time and with black

or tobacco-coloured woven cord, on the Fifty indoor/outdoor
chair, designed by Icelandic-Danish duo Dögg & Arnved. Dögg
Gudmundsdottir also works with wool for her Star 13 and
Star 8 rugs, with motifs directly inspired by the designs of
traditional Icelandic pullovers. Carmen Stallbaumer’s Rizière
kilim, meanwhile, will bring a welcome stimulus to our
apartments.

All that remains is to curl up snugly in the protective leather
shell of Dondoli & Pocci’s Amy armchair, with wellbeing
book pulled from Pagnon & Pelhaître’s Et cetera shelving:
what greater luxury could there be than to select one’s own
paperback from one’s own bookshelf in an era of virtual books,
which after all are merely electronic impulses on a plastic
screen!

Then there is the Tessa chair, designed by Claudio Dondoli
and Marco Pocci, entirely covered in leather from the
top of its back to the tip of its legs. The Ficelle chair by
Osko+Deichmann, in blackened steel, is also an indoor/
outdoor chair.

And will the disciple of these magical tablets be able to
perform his devotions in the bubble of tranquillity provided by
the wool-quilted oak of the Nubo wall-mounted workstation
from Italian-Danish design duo GamFratesi, who have thus
brought us yet another astonishing product this year? As for
Antoine Phelouzat, his Hourglass coat rack in solid wood is
speaks for itself.

Nothing could be easier with the Ligne Roset 2013 collection,
which brings us no less than four mirrors: there is Vanity Shelf,
from the Spanish/Argentine/Singaporean design collective
Outofstock, which can be hung in a bathroom or hallway. Then
there is the Adonis triptych mirror, a spectacular creation
from Gino Carollo, ideal for hallway or dressing area; and the
secret mirror concealed within Evangelos Vasileiou’s Juliette
dressing table. Finally, there is the Recoin mirror/corner shelf
from Claire Baudrimont and Pierre-Yves le Sonn, which won
first prize in the Maison Française design competition.

Two words of hope one the one hand from Numéro 111, and
three purely creative proposals from the St. Etienne trio: the
fashioned monolith which is the Poppy Patterson low table,
the Stella Patterson shelf, the Alfred screen – and on the
other hand we have Philippine Lemaire with Itisy, which can
transform itself without ever losing its elegance.

MICHEL ROSET
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Pagnon & pelhaître

NATHAN YONG

As a complement to the Book&Look (combinations of volumes)
and Mixte (horizontally-constructed) ranges, Etcetera is a verticallyconstructed programme (assemblies of side panels, shelves, back
panels and fronts) in the same vein as Variations and Square which
came before it.

The creations of Nathan Yong are distinguished by an emotional
approach influenced by the culture and society of Singapore, rooted
in the experiences of his childhood. His creations have poetic
overtones, expressing tranquility.
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Thibault desombre

Noé duchaufour-lawrance

As with Finn, the Vik chair has a wooden base which achieves just
the right balance between distinctive looks and solid stability.

Like the monumental doors which stand at the entrance of the Shinto
temples in Japan, Torii is an open door between Asia and the West,
between traditional production and the contemporary spirit of Ligne
Roset.

Et cetera
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With its minimalist 50s/60s feel, the seat/back shell’s softly rounded
shape is evocative of comfort: the welcoming angle between the seat
and back, the sensual thickness of the upholstered foam padding.
Its Scandinavian-style modesty is in contrast with the sophisticated
architecture of the base which supports it.

Sofa and armchair Elizabeth

Armchair Torii

The Torii armchair was originally part of an interiors project undertaken
for the Megu Japanese restaurant at the Alpina hotel in Gstaad, a project
inspired by traditional Japanese houses, temples and ancient kimonos.
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3. LACE Benjamin Graindorge
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9. NILS Didier Gomez
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8. TORII Noé Duchaufour-Lawrance

10. ELIZABETH Nathan Yong

12. @ - Chair Toshiyuki Kita
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VIK

Thibault Desombre
CONCEPT
The creator of the Finn chair, a best-seller of the Ligne
Roset collection since 1994, Thibault Desombre now
brings us an ambitious new chair. Since his Tour de France
with the Compagnons du Devoir, with whom he trained
in woodworking-cabinetmaking between the ages of 19
and 23 years, Thibault Desombre has retained a taste for
wood, treated with inspiration and handled with skill. As
with Finn, the Vik chair has a wooden base which achieves
just the right balance between distinctive looks and solid
stability. This time, however, it is the back and the seat
which are covered in foam/quilting and upholstered to
provide a truly remarkable welcome and level of comfort.
Its very pure design enables it to fit into all types of
interiors. Very light (6.5 kg) and therefore easy to move –
perhaps with the help of an optional handle on the back –
its covers are also fully removable for everyday practicality.
AESTHETICS
With its minimalist 50s/60s feel, the seat/back shell’s softly
rounded shape is evocative of comfort: the welcoming
angle between the seat and back, the sensual thickness
of the upholstered foam padding. Its Scandinavian-style
modesty is in contrast with the sophisticated architecture
of the base which supports it. This consists of four legs
worked from solid ash and set on the diagonal, which
sketch out four hyperbolic arcs suggestive of intersecting
ogives. This ‘soaring’ note brings the Vik chair great visual
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lightness – a lightness which in actual fact is very real,
given that it only weighs 6.5 kg. When viewed from the
rear, the back is mounted delicately on the cradle formed
by the summit of the two back legs: this successful detail
contributes to the elegance of the Vik chair. With its
crossing undulating natural lines, hyperbolic geometry and
neo-gothic architectural construction, the Vik chair is not
unreminiscent of the works of Gaudi.
MANUFACTURING QUALITY & COMFORT
Structure – Seat/back shell in moulded beech multi-ply.
Base in natural solid ash, either whitened, or with black or
ash grey stain. Protective gliders.
COMFORT – Integral seat and back cushions in high
resilience polyurethane Bultex foam 60 kg/m3 – 7.5 kPa
quilted with 100 g/m² polyester. To guarantee longevity,
the periphery of the cushions is reinforced with high
density agglomerated foam. The Vik chair weighs just
6.5 kg: it is therefore very easy to move.
Making-up – Covers are held in place by gripper strips
and are removable.
Option: upholstered carrying handle with steel core,
located on the rear of the back.
Harmonie – All fabrics, microfibres and leathers.
RANGE
Chair W 44 D 60 back Height 84 SEAT HEIGHT 48
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fifty

Dögg & Arnved
CONCEPT
Dögg Gudmundsdottir is an Icelandic designer who studied
in Milan and Copenhagen, where she now lives. Her work
is principally influenced by natural materials, organic
forms and traditional craftsmanship. She has been working
in collaboration with Danish architect and designer
Rikke Rützou Arnved since 2010. Together they combine
traditional Scandinavian design with modern technology
and a true passion for materials and textures. They aspire
to bring people ‘innovative, sustainable and timeless’
design.
AESTHETICS
In terms of the construction method and the materials
used, the inspiration for the Fifty armchair, produced
by Ligne Roset in 2012, can clearly be seen in the ‘Flag
Halyard Chair’, the metal and cord easy chair designed by
Hans Wegner in Denmark in 1950. According to legend,
Hans Wegner wove the cord seat of this armchair on a
beach in the port town of Arhus during a family holiday…
Dögg & Arnved have designed a straight back, allowing not
only for rest but also for reading (or watching television).
The woven ‘ears’ either side of the head reinforce the
sentiment of intimacy. An optional footstool supports
the legs and feet for total relaxation. The 350 metres of
woven cord used is available in black or tobacco colour,
on a black steel base. In both cases, the Fifty armchair will
have a sculptural presence in whichever room it occupies
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and will intrigue with its unexpected alliance between the
minimalist design of its steel structure and the traditional
warmth of its hand-woven cording. Fifty is designed to be
used both indoors and outdoors.
In 2013, the armchair is complemented by the Fifty chair,
which shares the aesthetic inspiration of the original and
which enables the user to rest their arms.
Materials, colours and indoor/outdoor usage are all
identical, as is the option of adding a seat/lumbar cushion
for augmented comfort.
MANUFACTURING QUALITY & COMFORT
Structure – Structure and base in sanded steel with
anti-corrosion treatment and anti-UV black polyester
lacquer. Protective gliders. May be used both indoors and
outdoors.
Comfort – Seat and back woven from mass-dyed, anti
UV-treated polypropylene cord.
An optional seat/lumbar cushion in ‘Dry Feel’ foam may be
fixed in place with black cords.
fabrics – Structure black lacquered steel with black or
tobacco-coloured cord.
range
chair w 58 d 63 Back Height 75 SEAT HEIGHT 46
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lace

Benjamin Graindorge

3.

lace

Lace is displayed in a range of different ways, using the
colour of the cord to play with contrasts.

CONCEPT
Born in 1980, Benjamin Graindorge is one of the most
talented young French designers. Nominated for the Design
Parade festival in two consecutive years, he won the Audi
Talents Awards in the Design category.
Having gone to reside at the villa Kujoyama in Kyoto, he
returned to France to collaborate with François Bauchet on
the scenography for the Biennale Internationale du Design
de Saint-Etienne in 2010. 2011 saw his first solo show at
the YMER&MALTA gallery, where he presented five objects
inspired by the theme of reverie.
Benjamin Graindorge has just won the young designers
section of the Elle Deco International Design Award
2011/2012 in Milan.
After his Courtoisie mirror, BloomingBless vases and Folk
chair, he is this year trying his hand at a new project for
Ligen Roset.
With Lace, as with all of his previous projects, Benjamin
Graindorge brings us an ordinary yet highly original product
– this time a footstool - with a truly astonishing personality.
According to him, it is such details which make all the
difference. In the case of Lace, this is quite obvious! Less
deep and slightly narrower at the base, it is very light in
appearance. Its personality springs from the thin cord
which runs around and through it to give it such an elegant
appearance.
Knowing Japan so well, he has no doubt been inspired by
Japanese art, in particular shibari …
In terms of interior arrangement, one should ensure that

MANUFACTURING QUALITY & COMFORT
Structure in three-layer panels and foam 60 kg/m³ clad in
200 g/m² Dacron.
2 colours of cord: ecru or anthracite.
Fully removable cover.
RANGE
Footstool W 45 D 25 h 42

4. – 9.
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Didier Gomez
CONCEPT
Born in Moulins in 1953, Didier Gomez started out as an
opera singer before becoming a designer in 1978 and an
interior architect in 1985. He designs furniture and works
for numerous company head offices, boutiques, offices,
hotels and private apartments all over the world : Yves
Saint-Laurent, Pierre Bergé, LVMH, Kenzo, Dior, Sofitel,
Carrousel du Louvre, Cartier, Céline and De Beers can be
counted amongst his most prestigious commissions. He
began his longstanding collaboration with Ligne Roset in
1996 with the Nomade settee – a great success – whose
buttoned, braided mattress-style seat cushion gives a nod
to oriental-style seating and has inspired a number of seats
on the market to date. Further creations have followed,
right up to the present day (the latest creation being the
Acte 1 settee in 2012). Didier Gomez enthusiastically
accepted the gauntlet thrown down by Michel Roset for his
2013 collection: to design a ‘contemporary international’
collection of seating which will offer the greatest comfort
ever offered by Ligne Roset ! In actual fact, Didier Gomez
and Ligne Roset have made the very best use of every
possible technical resource which might enable the
comfort of a settee to be optimized:
– Suspension of upholstered seat by blocks of springs (in
the style of a traditional bed base)
– Cushions of the integral seat constructed from foams of
varying densities, with bevelled edge at the rear for the
backward slant and reinforcements at the front (anti-crush
zone beneath the knees) and edges (anti-sideways tip)
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– Seat cushions clad (on top and to the front) with goose
feathers: for the large settee, each seat cushion thus
has 19 compartments filled with 5 distinctive weights
of feathers for optimal comfort, puff and durability. In
addition, micro-perforations enable air to circulate freely
between the 19 compartments, which are made from a
breathable fabric to avoid any ‘balloon’ effect when one
sits down.
– Suspension of back constructed from various foams.
– Back cushions filled with goose feathers (liner with
compartments running in horizontal bands to preclude
sinking). Slightly rectangular in shape, they can be used
either vertically or horizontally: they offer optimum
support to the back when used vertically.
– Finally, the entire seat is clad in goose feathers for a
welcoming appearance and a cosy feel. This is particularly
agreeable in the case of the surface of the armrests,
particularly since Ligne Roset has selected the very best
quality of goose feathers available on the market.
– Removable covers (except leather and microfibres).
– Choice of two foot heights (3 and 5 cm), giving a seat
height of 35 or 37 cm.
AESTHETICS
As both a designer and an interior architect, Didier Gomez
possesses perfect mastery of volumes and their exact
proportions, with an intimate understanding of the way
in which our contemporaries live. This is why his settees
respond so perfectly to the expectations of the public,
bringing solutions which are always elegant and timeless.
It is therefore no accident that the Ligne Roset collection
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currently boasts 5 Didier Gomez models which are still
finding favour with customers: from Nomade (1996) to
Acte 1 (2012), via Citta (2001), Feng (2004) and Urbani
(2006).
The Nils settee (its name is a homage to Nils Holgersson,
the small boy created in 1906 by the novelist Selma
Lagerlöf, who criss-crossed the skies of Sweden on the
back of a goose) is 100 % clad – both structure and
cushions – in goose feathers and down: because of this it
has a particularly welcoming pillowy appearance.
If its contours seem to be simple parallelograms (back, seat
platform, armrests, all of which may be easily disassembled
to facilitate delivery, house removal or cleaning), they are
nonetheless harmonious and balanced with generally lowlying lines.
Their simplicity is counterbalanced by their soft
appearance and the sophistication of the stitching used:
the blend of simple and edge-to-edge stitching on the
structure lends Nils a ‘made-to-measure’ feel coloured
with laid-back elegance, a little like a pair of stonewashed
jeans by one of the great fashion houses. The twin needle
stitching on the back cushions adds a refined counterpoint.
The armchair is not a simple extrapolation of the settees:
it has its own special proportions which make it possible to
go without a separate back cushion and which lend it both
personality and visual lightness.
To respond to all requirements in terms of interior design,
the range on offer (settees, one-arm settees, lounge
seats, armchair and footstool) makes possible all kinds
of combinations: individual settees, very large settees
created using 2 one-arm settees, corner compositions,
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combinations of one-arm settee and lounge seat, etc.
The lounge element (with or without left/right arm) will
be particularly appreciated for its conviviality and for the
relaxed comfort it offers – ideal for TV watching, reading
or snoozing. With its perfectly-judged depth (175 cm), it
provides a very agreeable break in the rhythm of any Nils
composition
MANUFACTURING QUALITY & COMFORT
Structure – 3-layer laminated particleboard and panels
of multi-ply clad in polyether foam. The entire structure
is then covered in compartmented pads filled with new
goose feathers 10 % down / 90 % feathers), compressibility
H 88 mm. Invisible support feet in black polypropylene:
choice of two heights, 3 or 5 cm.
COMFORT – Suspension of seat via blocks of biconical
Bonnell springs made from steel wire and linked together.
Integral seat cushions in high resilience polyurethane
Bultex foam 36 kg/m3 – 2.8 kPa with Bultex comfort layer
38 kg/m3 – 2.3 kPa. To guarantee longevity and optimise
comfort (no crushing beneath the knees and no sideways
tipping effect), each seat place is reinforced with high
resilience polyurethane foam 50 kg/m3 – 6.3 kPa to the
front and Bultex foam 42 kg/m3 – 4.8 on each side. Upper
and front faces of seat cushion are covered in a highly
compartmented layer filled with new goose feathers
(10 % down / 90 % feathers). For example the large settee
has 16 compartments on each of its 2 seats and 3 on each
front face: depending on its position, each compartment
will be filled with one of 5 individualized grammages of
feathers to optmise ‘puff’ and durability. Finally, to avoid
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a ‘ballooning’ effect when one sits down, microperforations are arranged between the compartments,
which are made from a breathable fabric, to enable air to
circulate freely – but not the feathers!
Suspension of back in Bultex foam 36 kg/m3 – 2.8 kPa and
high resilience polyurethane foam 50 kg/m3 – 6.3 kPa. Back
cushions (NB not armchair) are compartmented and filled
with new goose feathers 10 % down / 90 % feathers). The
front and rear edges of each armrest – also padded with
feathers – are reinforced in a similar way.
Making-up – A sophisticated association of 3 types
of stitching : simple and edge-to-edge stitching for the
structures, twin-needle stitching for the back cushions.
Covers are fully removable (NB except leather and
microfibres). Seat platforms, back and armrests may be
easily taken apart (to facilitate delivery or removal, if
necessary).
Fabrics – Fabrics and leather. Large weaves and chenilles
are particularly well suited.
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range
Medium settee
W 186 D 102 Back Height 62/64 seat height 35/37
Large settee
W 236 D 102 Back Height 62/64 seat height 35/37
Lounge seat
W 106 D 175 Back Height 62/64 seat height 35/37
Medium 1-arm settee right/left
W 158 D 102 Back Height 62/64 seat height 35/37
Large 1-arm settee right/left
W 208 D 102 Back Height 62/64 seat height 35/37
Lounge seat right/left
w 134 d 175 Back Height 62/64 seat height 35/37
Armchair
w 96 d 86 Back Height 62/64 seat height 35/37
Footstool
w 102 d 90 seat height 35/37

NILS
Didier Gomez
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C. Dondoli & M. Pocci
CONCEPT
With the purest respect for the very definition of design,
Claudio Dondoli and Marco Pocci do not design any
object which is not a successful synthesis of beauty and
functionality.
Already the creators of several Ligne Roset bestsellers, not
least the Pam bar stool and Bianco dining table, they have
designed a number of new pieces for 2013 which include
a completely leather-clad chair, plus the Amy armchair and
footrest.
Totally dedicated to comfort, the Amy armchair boasts a
body-hugging moulded shell which offers both effective
rest for the head and agreeable support to the back.
The high resilience foams employed provide enveloping
support. The base, which rotates 360°, brings complete
freedom of movement whilst the footrest enables the legs
to be stretched out for a position of perfect relaxation.
AESTHETICS
The desire to envelop the body of the person using the
Amy armchair led the designers to favour soft, organic
curves. The one-piece moulded shell offers the necessary
freedom of form, making it possible to fashion a nest
which is just as welcoming in terms of the seat as it is in
terms of the back.
Aesthetically, the ‘1956’ Scandinavian influences are visibly
asserted.
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However, whilst Arne Jacobsen’s Egg armchair is all
taut lines, the Amy armchair makes the clear choice of
soft, comfortable cushioning. Beauty yes, but with no
concessions made in respect of comfort !
MANUFACTURING
Structure – Single shell seat/back in moulded
polyurethane reinforced with a steel structure set into
it and clad in polyether foam. Rotating 4-branch crossshaped base (rotates 360°) in laser-cut steel finished in
a double layer of Epoxy satin black lacquer. Black nylon
protective gliders.
CoMfort – Seat and back cushions in high resilience
polyurethane foam 40 kg/m3 – 4 kPa clad in high resilience
polyurethane foam 50 kg/m3 – 6.3 kPa on polyurethane
shell.
Making-up – Simple seams.
Fabrics – Available from stock in Indiana noir or blanc.
Also available from stock in Alcantara pearl grey or string.
Other colours of Alcantara available by special order.
RANGE
Armchair w 90 d 90 Back hEIGHT 100 Seat hEIGHT 38
Footstool w 72 d 53 Seat hEIGHT 38
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TESSA

C. Dondoli & M. Pocci
THE CONCEPT
The creators of many best-selling chairs on the market,
Claudio Dondoli and Marco Pocci now bring us Tessa,
a chair assured of a glittering career. Its organic lines,
designed with ergonomics in mind, mark it out as a
remarkably comfortable chair from the very first glance.
Its design meets the improbable challenge of appearing
both familiar and singular (in the sense of something never
before seen). The choice of covering materials (leather
and Alcantara) combine smoothness of touch with ease of
maintenance.
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warm and sensual character and accentuates the domestic
dimension.
Finally its thickness, at once very distinctive and reassuring,
surprisingly does not prevent it from being light and easy
to move.
MANUFACTURING QUALITY & COMFORT
Structure – Steel structure and base.
Protective gliders.
Comfort – High resilience polyurethane foam 60 kg/m3
– 7.5 kPa, moulded and completely covered in split leather
or Alcantara.
Making-up – Simple-needle tailoring.

AESTHETICS
Just as with the Felt chair (design Delo Lindo 2012), the
Tessa chair is completely covered – back, seat and base - in
a choice of 10/10th thickness pigmented corrected grain
hide or Alcantara.
The fluidity of its bold yet gently rounded lines is
considerably reinforced by the mono-material concept.
The bucket-seat shape of the seat/back is particularly
welcoming and is also what gives the chair its unique
personality.
The impression of comfort given off by Tessa is also
accentuated by the materials which have been selected for
its upholstery : the fact that it is entirely covered in either
leather or Alcantara is what confers on Tessa all its natural,

Fabrics – Chair covered in 10/10 pigmented corrected
grain hide – choice of black or white.
To order: Alcantara.
RANGE
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torii

Noé Duchaufour-Lawrance
“An object should naturally respond to a requirement
rather than creating others. Apart from this absolute
necessity, it must be a vector of feelings and emotions.
It is from this angle that I approach the design of an
object, through a language not a style, which I develop
using my experience. A language in permanent flux
expressed by form and material and inspired by my
surroundings, natural, real or idealised and my emotions,
either experienced or dreamed.”
CONCEPT
2012 will have been a very packed year for Noé
Duchaufour-Lawrance, who occupied centre stage in the
design/interiors world with, among others, his renovation
of the Air France lounges at Roissy and the Ciel de Paris
at the top of the Montparnasse tower. The launch of the
Megu restaurant in Gstaad, from which comes the Torii
armchair, made big news at the beginning of 2013.

Chair W 46 D 57 Back hEIGHT 83 Seat hEIGHT 46
AESTHETICS
Like the monumental doors which stand at the entrance of
the Shinto temples in Japan, Torii is an open door between
Asia and the West, between traditional production and the
contemporary spirit of Ligne Roset.
The Torii armchair was originally part of an interiors project
undertaken for the Megu Japanese restaurant at the Alpina
hotel in Gstaad, a project inspired by traditional Japanese
houses, temples and ancient kimonos.
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It has been sensitively redesigned for this domestic
version, conserving only a subtle reference to this world,
to achieve sensitive, flowing lines.
The structure of the armchair is completely visible and is
a real part of its elegance. It is made from tapered solid
beech uprights which come to rest on the exterior of the
back and arms. This structure comes in a choice of
3 finishes: natural, anthracite stained or red stained.
Incidentally, beech is a species which is very often used
in Japanese bonsaï growing.
The cushions forming the seat, back and arms appear
to have been placed in this structure. They are not
unevocative of the Zabutons, Japanese cushions which,
when placed on a tatami, are used for all everyday
domestic activities.
A footrest, constructed along the same lines, is also
available.
MANUFACTURING QUALITY & COMFORT
– Structure in beech – choice of 3 stains: natural,
anthracite or red.
– Seat and armrests in foam 50 kg/m³; back in foam
37 kg/m³, clad in 200 g/m² Dacron.
– Fully removable covers.
RANGE
armchair W 68 D 55 Back hEIGHT 70 Seat H. 40
Footstool w 50 d 45 h 40

VIK
Thibault Desombre
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Nathan Yong
CONCEPT
The creations of Nathan Yong are distinguished by an
emotional approach influenced by the culture and society
of Singapore, rooted in the experiences of his childhood.
His creations have poetic overtones, expressing tranquility.
In 2008, Nathan was awarded the prestigious Singapore
President’s Design Award – Designer of the Year, the
greatest honour conferred on Singaporean designers
of all creative disciplines. He leads a multi-disciplinary
agency there. For several years now he has made a major
contribution to the Ligne Roset collection, with a number
of very attractive products such as the Breakstool stool, the
Marcello/Marcella chairs or the Pebble table.
AESTHETICS
As with the majority of Nathan Yong’s designs, Elizabeth
is both fluid in design and makes the best possible use of
natural materials.
Here, the impressive structure of the armchair and settee
is in black-stained solid ash: it creates a welcoming nest
in which several cushions, of which care has been taken
to mix the colours and/or covering materials, offer an
intimate and welcome space. Looking at this structure
closely, the number of constituent elements and the
quality of their assembly, one can easily appreciate the
amount of work which has gone into its production.
Inside, the accumulation of cushions, with their diversity
of shape – and even covering materirals if desired - make a
substantial contribution to the overall comfort and charm.

10.

eliZabeth

The small cushion can even be used to help the head rest
comfortably against the structure, thus benefiting from all
the comfort of a high-backed chair.
In a living room, the settee and armchair will combine
just as well with classic pieces as they will with more
contemporary items, bringing a warm, ‘deco’ feel. The
innumerable possibilities of colour and/or material
associations for the cushions will also guarantee its owner
an almost unique piece
MANUFACTURING QUALITY & COMFORT
– Structure in black-stained ash.
– The settee has 1 seat cushion, 1 back cushion, 2 lumbar
cushions 2/3-1/3 and 1 overstitched scatter cushion; the
armchair has the same, but with just 1 lumbar.
– All these cushions may be upholstered in different fabrics
and/or colours, including the lumbar cushion of the settee,
so each one can be in a different colour.
– Feather-filled back cushion (10 % down / 90 % feathers)
with compartmented liner.
– Seat cushion in foam 42kg/m³.

11.

ficelle

@ - Chair

Osko + Deichmann

Toshiyuki Kita

CONCEPT

CONCEPT

The curvaceous Ficelle chair has an original, lyrical
personality. Just as light by virtue of its aluminium
construction as by its very fluid design, it will not fail to
bring a great deal of poetry to the table, whether indoors
or outdoors..

The creator of pieces which are woven into the fabric of
international design history and which now form part of
the permanent collections of the very greatest museums,
Toshiyuki Kita is a major, legendary designer.
He recently marked the beginning of his collaboration with
Ligne Roset with the Awabi wall lights, through which –
with their Japanese mulberry paper shades – he expresses
one particular facet of his work, with the spotlight on
traditional Japanese skills and craftsmanship

Having founded ‘osko+deichmann’ in 2005 with a view
to designing simple objects which nevertheless have an
additional meaning or tell a story, the 2 German designers
created the Ponton low table in 2006.
The creations of ‘osko+deichmann’ have been exhibited in
numerous locations: the musée du Louvre (Paris), the Vitra
Design Museum Weil am Rhein (Berlin), the Cube Gallery
(Manchester), MoMA (Berlin), Deutsche Guggenheim
(Berlin), Galerie VIA (Paris) and 107 Rivoli (Paris).
MANUFACTURING QUALITY & COMFORT
Aluminium. Entirely finished in black or white lacquer.
Optional seat pad

RANGE
Settee W 126 D 103 h 95.5 Seat HEIGHT 38
Armchair W 72 D 103 h 95.5 Seat HEIGHT 38
Overstitched cushion W 35 H 35

12.

range
Chair w 50 d 69 h 89 seat height 47

AESTHETICS
With @-chair, Toshiyuki Kita develops a further aspect
of his work, seating which offers elements of mobility - a
theme which has already been explored with his models
Wink, Aki, Biki, or Canta , which he designed for Cassina.
@-chair is an armchair for our time, perfectly adapted for
a diversity and multiplicity of uses, its highly contemporary
design completely in line with Toshiyuki Kita’s habitual
style.
The armchair is primarily designed for working at a
computer for long periods in a comfortable position:
particular significance has been given to the fact that
quality of posture has a great influence on a person’s
general wellbeing.
It was in this spirit that the @-servant, an occasional table

12.

@ - Chair

surface on castors, was also developed: this slides perfectly
to the side to create an ideally adapted work surface.
By inclining the back using the aluminium button
concealed beneath the armrest, the armchair is
transformed into a comfortable chaise longue – and it is
here that another characteristic of @-chair makes perfect
sense. It is actually possible to order an optional footrest
(NB this cannot be used as a footstool) on castors which
pivots to the right or left of the armchair (to be determined
at time of ordering) and which aligns with the seat of the
armchair to provide a comfortable resting-place for the
legs.
Thus, @:-chair can be transformed from a work chair to a
relax chair in a matter of seconds.
Given the quality and elegance of its design and the
possibilities for use which it offers, @-chair will be just as
perfectly at home in a sitting room as a complement to a
settee, as it will in a bedroom or office.
MANUFACTURING QUALITY & COMFORT
– Metal structure clad in Bultex foam 50Kg/m³ for the seat
and 36Kg/m³ for the back
– Cable and jack mechanism
– Base finished in Epoxy gunmetal (anthracite), white or
red lacquer
– Inclinable back, continual adjustment via a button on the
side of the armrest of the armchair
– Fully upholstered, with fully removable covers

12.

@ - Chair

@-servant :
– White structure; white table surface; armrest in Scuba
001 blanc
– Red structure; white table surface; armrest in Scuba 008
anthracite
– Anthracite structure; elephant table surface; armrest in
Scuba 008 anthracite
RANGE
Armchair w 75 d 80 h 115 seat height 43
Footrest w 75/135 d 80/140 h 115 seat height 43
@-servant w 32 d 48 h 60

elizabeth
Nathan Yong

Torii
Noé Duchaufour-Lawrance

4.

5. – 6.

8. 

numéro 111

gamfratesi

The Poppy Patterson low table is a monolith fashioned from the
meeting of natural and lacquered wood. The materials blend, giving
birth to a sculpted shard with broken lines.

After their Rewrite ‘desk-bubble’ (2011) and their Picnic storage/
sewing box (2012), new aesthetic astonishment is provided by
the unexpected meeting between the ‘déjà vu’ and a surprising
new element: with Nubo, the simple space-saving wall shelf
metamorphoses into a treasure box, evocative of a suitcase with its
bar of soap-like lines – like the Air France blue fabric travelling case
of the 1960s: its rounded cloud shape and its luminous yet warm
association of natural oak and sky blue wool fabric also fall into the
same vintage Scandinavian register.

Low table Poppy Patterson – Screen Alfred

6.
8.

5.

The Alfred screen, comprising a felt-covered panel and a wooden
frame, sculpts space with its play on fullness and emptiness. These
two elements come together to create a piece which can be used
wherever desired.

7.

hertel & klarhoefer

8.

Desk Notule
5.

7.

After their Tricolore storage system, Hertel & Klarhoefer bring us
Notule, a new expression of their architectural inspiration, this time
applied to the desk.

Nubo
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1.

CUTS

Philippe Nigro
CONCEPT & AESTHETICS
Philippe Nigro loves to explore concepts in depth. For years
now he has been working with Ligne Roset on the theme
of intersections, interweavings and assemblies.
He brilliantly demonstrated this with his Confluences
settee (2009), and then his indoor/outdoor collections
Passio and Résille (2011). In 2010, he blazed a new trail
whilst playing with the concept of notches, resulting in the
Inséparable footstool/table (2010), a concept which was
later masterfully transformed into the Cuts shelving (2011).
In 2013, he develops that same idea of the notch, this time
applying it to the low table: a flat surface is ‘disrupted’
by notches to create 4 distinct tops positioned at three
different heights. The angulation of the two intersecting
notches is 28°.
The irregular architecture of the low table thus obtained
contrasts with the slimness (just 8 mm) of the single
material and its immaculate whiteness to create a result
which is more than appealing : the varying dimensions and
differing levels of the tops are practical whilst the notches
can be used as magazine storage.

1.

CUTS

From whichever of its each 4 sides it is viewed, its contours
are different yet always surprisingly light, like a paper
aeroplane.
MANUFACTURING QUALITY
Low table in 8 mm thick satin white lacquered expanded
moulded polyurethane, reinforced with a steel framework.

2. – 3.

JULIETTE

Evangelos Vasileiou

2. – 3.

JULIETTE

4. – 8.

teatime

5.

poppy patterson

internal face, which can be used when the cover is in open
position. The whole piece is covered in blond American
walnut, which brings a touch of both richness and warmth.

Müller & Wulff

Numéro 111

CONCEPT & AESTHETICS

CONCEPT & AESTHETICS

Born in Athens in 1976, Evangelos Vasileiou studied at the
École Camondo in Paris. He continued his studies and also
qualified as an ‘Architecte DPLG’.

This dressing table can also be used as an apartment desk.

Based in Paris, he teamed up with Aurélie Cristofari in 2005
to run architectural and interior design projects.

Dressing table. Panels of MDF finished in American walnut
veneer. Drawer and storage space have mirrored cover
which lifts up to reveal a mirror on its internal face.
Black lacquered steel base.

Inspired by the modernist design of the Fifties, Teatime is
nonetheless a table of our time, adapted to today’s ways
of living. Whilst it makes the very best of the association
of its sawn oak finish and chromed base, a turn of the
top triggers a metamorphosis, revealing its stunning satin
pink lacquered finish. This could be used as a real tray for
transporting everything necessary and can then be placed
directly onto its support.

The Poppy Patterson low table is a monolith fashioned
from the meeting of natural and lacquered wood.
The materials blend, giving birth to a sculpted shard with
broken lines.

CONCEPT & AESTHETICS

MANUFACTURING QUALITY

range

In 2008, he founded a second agency in Athens.

Low table W 100 D 100 h 15/23/30

He has been collaborating with Ligne Roset since 2005.
Several of his creations feature in the current collection,
including the best-selling Clara coat stand (2006) and the
Trapèze table in solid walnut (2006).

Dressing table W 120 D 55 H 77

Feminine furniture par excellence, the Juliette dressing
table is particularly graceful. Its body rests on four black
lacquered steel legs, the extreme slimness of which
evokes the lightness of stiletto heels (not forgetting, of
course, that the hells of real stilettos are reinforced with a
toughened steel stem).

Overall dimensions :
– with drawer open only D 91
– with drawer open and mirrored cover raised D 97
– with mirrored cover raised H 131
Internal dimensions of storage space H 8.8 W 48 D 51.5
and drawer H 5 W 63 D 41.5.

The dressing table space offers a large work surface. This
is complemented by a drawer and a second storage space
closed by a lift-up cover. This cover has a large mirror on its

range

MANUFACTURING QUALITY
Brilliant-chromed structure.
Exterior of top in sawn natural oak; interior in satin pink
lacquer.
range
Low table w 57.5 d 64 h 35

Poppy Patterson is a new demonstration of the talent
of this young trio from Saint Etienne, who began their
collaboration with Ligne Roset in 2012 with 2 particularly
well-received lights, Olive and Peye.
MANUFACTURING QUALITY
Sawn natural oak veneer
Silk grey lacquered interior
range
Low table w 90 d 95 h 24.5

6.

LITHO

Thibault Desombre
“To successfully create an object one must outline what
is essential in order to give it meaning.”
CONCEPT & AESTHETICS
Cabinet-maker and Compagnon du Tour de France Thibault
Desombre, impassioned by furniture and design. Enrolled
at the Ecole Nationale des Arts Décoratifs in Paris in 1981.
He continued his rise to fame with ever-more
contemporary creations in fields as diverse as office
furniture, contract furniture and domestic furniture, for
which he has been awarded numerous prizes.
A designer with a clear approach, far away from fashion,
he creates furniture with clean lines which he hopes to
charge with sentiment and emotion. His collaboration with
Ligne Roset has earned him much success with, amongst
others, the Tess, Pi or Cordou chairs or the Eol floor lamp.
Litho is a poetic approach to the workspace.
Faithful to his style, Thibault Desombre chose to
harmoniously blend materials and forms to create an
asymmetrical desk set on fine oak legs. The left-hand
section with one drawer is finished in black or natural oak
veneer, whilst the right-hand section creates an elegant
contrast thanks to its satin lacquered finish, in a perfect
marriage of colours.

6.

LITHO

MANUFACTURING QUALITY
– Top in oak veneered or lacquered MDF
– Natural or black oak veneer for the left-hand section
– White, mustard, caramel or deep khaki lacquer for the
right-hand section
– 1 left-hand drawer
– Legs in natural or black solid oak
range
Desk w 130 d 60.7 h 78.1

7.

AOYAMA

Noé Duchaufour-Lawrance
CONCEPT & AESTHETICS
Aoyama, literally the ‘blue mountain’, is a suburb of Tokyo
where the zen culture and a striking representation of
modernity come together constantly.
And thus it is with this magnificent table whose
uncluttered, floating silhouette is assured by a
manufacturing technique perfectly harnessed to obtain a
magnificent, timeless object and a very lovely illustration
of Noé Duchaufour-Lawrance’s creative daring
MANUFACTURING QUALITY
Blue-coloured toughened fused glass.
Packed in polystyrene and wooden crate.
range
Low table w 112 d 81 h 37

aoyama
Noé Duchaufour-Lawrance

9.

racines

Pagnon & Pelhaître
CONCEPT & AESTHETICS
To celebrate their 30 years of collaboration with Ligne
Roset, Patrick Pagnon and Claude Pelhaître have designed
a dining table with extremely successful contours.
Above all Racines responds perfectly to functional
expectations: its already generous length of 210 can be
extended to 265 cm thanks to its integral extension leaf,
whilst its width can be extended to 100 cm, making it the
perfect choice for a celebratory or festive meal.
As for stability, it is rock solid whether in open or closed
position.
Its toughened glass top is very easy to live with and to
maintain, whilst its transparency allows the beautiful
design of its base to shine through: four Fifties-style
tapering legs which are linked by a central crosspiece with
2 junction-pieces. The entire base is worked from natural
or black-stained solid oak

9.

racines

Integral steel mechanism for extension in 6 mm toughened
glass (W 55 cm).
Top in 8 mm thick toughened grey parsol glass, opacified
by digitally-applied black ink with shaded effect (from
darker to lighter) from the edges towards the centre, or in
clear glass opacified by white silk-screen printing, also with
shaded effect. The mechanism is thus concealed at the
edges, whilst the elegant construction of the legs is visible
through the centre of the glass.
This table accommodates 8-10 persons.
range
Dining table w 210/265 d 100 h 75

10. – 13.

FROST

Dining table with base and frame in machined solid ash,
either natural or black-stained.

NOTULE

C. Dondoli & M. Pocci

Hertel & Klarhoefer

CONCEPT & AESTHETICS

CONCEPT & AESTHETICS

The Frost table is an effective, elegant response to the
evolution in lifestyles and the usage of dining tables. Frost
offers, therefore, a solution which is perfectly adapted to
both daily and formal use.
Its laminated top offers excellent resistance to intensive
daily use, whilst its integral extension can be easily manipulated thanks to its very well thought-out mechanism and
light aluminium structure.
From its restrained basic dimensions of 1.60 m, suitable for
accommodating 6 under daily use, it can be extended to
2.60 m thanks to its extensions which are stored beneath
the top. One 50 cm extension is supplied with the table
and a second may be ordered as an option.
Its uncluttered contemporary lines make it just as suitable
for use in a dining room as it is in a living room with open
kitchen.

Peter Christian Hertel and Sebastian Klarhoefer founded
their design agency in Berlin in 1999.
Designers, interior architects, model-makers and
carpenters all form part of their team, with a view to
developing a holistic approach to their projects, from initial
concept to the production stage. There have already been
numerous collaborations with international brands, not
least the Tricolore modular shelving, which they designed
for Ligne Roset in 2012.
Berlin, a city filled with creative potential, has inspired
them from the outset. It influences their work to this day

MANUFACTURING QUALITY
MANUFACTURING QUALITY

11.

– White lacquered aluminium structure
– Top and extensions in 10 mm panels of particleboard
finished in satin white laminate with 12/10 ABS edges
– 1 integral 50 cm extension
– Optional additional 50 cm extension

range
Dining table w 160/210 d 90 h 75.3

After their Tricolore storage system, Hertel & Klarhoefer
bring us Notule, a new expression of their architectural
inspiration, this time applied to the desk.
Compact in dimensions yet offering a generous work
surface and several storage spaces, Notule is a highly
functional desk whose character is reinforced by a number
of details such as the mitred detailing and the practical,
unusual storage space at the rear, in which one can place
an optional chest in a choice of colours or books, a vase,
etc. This chest can slide to meet the requirements of the
user and has a pivot hinge for opening and closing the
cover.
A cable port is also provided in the back panel of the rear
storage space.

11.

NOTULE

MANUFACTURING QUALITY
Construction :
– Top and chest in lacquered MDF
– Base in Epoxy lacquered steel
– Fully-extending runners with ‘push’ mechanism
Finishes :
– Monochrome finish – choice of satin white, argile or
elephant
– Optional chest in satin white, argile or elephant
(does not have to match desk).
range
Desk w 135 d 65 h 80
Chest w 57 d 17 h 19

12 – 16.

NUBO

GamFratesi
CONCEPT & AESTHETICS
The GamFratesi design studio was founded in Copenhagen
in 2006 by Danish architect Stine Gam and Italian architect
Enrico Fratesi. This Italian-Danish duo embodies two gifted
European design traditions: the magical union between
the design of the South and that of the North. They clearly
consider this synthesis of their two cultures to be the
inspirational base of their shared work.
They strive to transcend everyday objects: in doing so
they root them as deeply as possible in their two cultures,
fusing tradition and poetic innovation and playing with
the contrasts between the rigour of the design and a play
on the balance between the harmony and disharmony
of forms, materials, proportions and the techniques
employed.
After their Rewrite ‘desk-bubble’ (2011) and their Picnic
storage/sewing box (2012), new aesthetic astonishment
is provided by the unexpected meeting between the ‘déjà
vu’ and a surprising new element: with Nubo, the simple
space-saving wall shelf metamorphoses into a treasure
box, evocative of a suitcase with its bar of soap-like lines
– like the Air France blue fabric travelling case of the
1960s: its rounded cloud shape and its luminous yet warm
association of natural oak and sky blue wool fabric also fall
into the same vintage Scandinavian register.
Its modesty of purpose (a space-saving little occasional
desk for mini laptop or tablet) is ennobled by its functional
and aesthetic treatment which recalls the luxurious sea

RACINES
Pagnon & Pelhaître

ET CETERA
Pagnon & Pelhaître

12. – 16.

NUBO

chests used for the voyages of yesteryear or the folding
furniture used on military campaigns (Napoleon). Such
themes as are beloved of Louis Vuitton and Hermès, for
example.
A decorative wall-mounted element which takes up little
space (depth 14 cm), Nubo offers, when open, a functional
work surface equipped with a cable slit and a retaining bar
for documents.
MANUFACTURING QUALITY
Wall-mounted occasional desk. Structure in natural
oak veneered beech multi-ply. Exterior of work surface
covered in polyether foam and upholstered in aquamarinecoloured Divina wool (colour MD 813), or in any other
colour of Divina by special order. Held open by 2 metal
struts and held closed by magnets. Internal retaining bar
and cable slit.

14 – 15.

nemesis

Ligne Roset

17. – 24.

ET CETERA

Pagnon & Pelhaître

CONCEPT & AESTHETICS

THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE ETCETERA RANGE OF FURNITURE

With the Nemesis table, our R&D department wanted to
bring something elegant and new – particularly in terms
of function – to our dining table collection.
When closed, its looks are both classic and contemporary
but, with the help of its very generously-proportioned
folding extension – 118 cm extension stored in a relatively
short 174 cm table – it extends in spectacular fashion to
seat 6-10. And, since the runners are synchronised, just
one person can effect this transformation.
The technology used here is at the service of the materials
used, with a top in natural or black-stained oak to show
the wood grain to best effect. This is associated with a slim
metal base finished in epoxy white, argile or black lacquer,
depending on the finish of the top.

As a complement to the Book&Look (combinations of
volumes) and Mixte (horizontally-constructed) ranges,
Etcetera is a vertically-constructed programme (assemblies
of side panels, shelves, back panels and fronts) in the same
vein as Variations and Square which came before it
Basically a range of shelving, it is further enriched by the
additional functions of an occasional unit: storage (opaque
or glass doors, shelves, drawers), TV equipment and
lighting.
The name Etcetera evokes its dimensional possibilities:
one can always add to its height (the highest standard side
panel is 2,676, which can be extended by an additional
3 metres by adding extra panels) or width, with the
possibility of tailoring it perfectly to your particular space
(cut down).

MANUFACTURING QUALITY
range
Occasional desk W 80 D 14/62 h 55

– Panels of particleboard finished in natural or blackstained oak veneer
– Base in epoxy lacquered steel with slightly grained finish
(very good resistance to wear)
– Natural oak top with white or argile base, or blackstained oak top with black or argile base
– ‘Stainless steel’ anodised runners ; ‘grey’ anodised
aluminium corner pieces for the surround
RANGE
Dining table w 174/292 d 100 h 74

Etcetera’s elegance stems from rigorous aesthetic choices,
as much in terms of its volumes as its finishes :
– Readability of compositions facilitated by the subtle use
of a network of single modules of 175 mm. These square
or rectangular cells to be created, along with numerous
lateral rhythms up to 12 T (2,100 mm between panels) and
up to 15 M in terms of height (2,625 mm between panels)..
– Lightness of the overall structure thanks to the chosen
thickness of 30 mm for side panels and shelves, the perfect
compromise between the necessary reassuring thickness
and the desired visual lightness.

17. – 24.

ET CETERA

– Single overall depth of 382 mm. Made possible by the
reduction in depth of audiovisual equipment, this makes
it possible to create items which fit more easily into the
required space since they are shallower and ‘flat’ in terms
of surface. This depth achieves a good balance between
the shelving/TV functions and the storage function
(internal depth behind fronts: 350 mm).
– Slimness of the grooved hinged doors (also the
pull-up and flap doors) : their minimal thickness (around
6 mm) overlaps the edges of the structure. Either
veneered or lacquered, their elegant minimalism is
reinforced by their handle-free, ‘push to open’ operation.
– Originality of the storage surfaces for open niches:
offered in a range of widths, their at once playful and
functional appearance creates an interesting graphic
emphasis with a play on linear repetition.
– Lightness accentuated by choice of finishes: the
structure of Etcetera is always in satin lacquer (white,
argile or elephant). Fronts are either lacquered or enriched
with veneer, the chosen species of which, oak, is offered
in natural or black. The oak is also offered in 2 looks:
smooth-grained or sawn-effect. The sawn-effect version
(successfully employed by the Leicht or Bulthaup kitchenmakers) has a ‘raw, just-sawn’ appearance which chimes
perfectly with the current public taste for authentic,
natural woods.
– A special double-sided shelving unit is on offer, very
useful as a room divider : available in size 10M 12T
(centre to centre distance H 1750 mm W 2100 mm; actual
dimensions H 1800 W 2130), it offers 5 levels of storage

17. – 24.

ET CETERA

with either U-shaped niches or blocks of chests. Also
double-sided, these provide support for the wide (W 2070
mm) shelves. A maximum of half the shelf width may be
left without support, that is, at least one bracing element
must be specified per level and if there is only one this
must be located in the centre..
FUNCTIONALITIES
Shelving, storage, TV units and lighting are all possible with
the Etcetera range
– Shelving units: these are constructed from 3 heights
of side panel - 10M, 13M and 15M. They may be cut in
height and may be superposed to obtain tailor-made
heights greater than 15M, up to 18M. In such a case a
folding independent stepladder is on offer. Choice of
widths: 2T, 3T, 4T, 8T, 12T. In the large 8T and 12T widths
it is desirable to provide additional support to the wide
shelves using small 1M or 2M vertical separation panels.
2T, 3T and 4T bays may be cut down (tops, bottoms,
shelves) to adapt to the available width. The 10M 12T
double-sided shelving unit offers yet another specialised
solution.
– Storage solutions : numerous options for closing off bays
are on offer:
- Hinged doors (5 sizes: 4/5/8M 2T, 4M 3T, 4M 4T),
- Pivoting glass doors (3 sizes: 4M 3T, 8M 3T, 4M 4T).
In ‘cristal’ or grey glass, either clear or acid-frosted, with
lacquered aluminium frame which serves as a handhold,
these are mounted on pivots set into the frame: an
extremely elegant technical solution

17. – 24.
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- 13M 4T and 10M 6T sliding doors. These are available in
‘cristal’ or grey glass with acid frosting. Each door slides
across the neighbouring bay of the same width.
- Shelves in ‘cristal’ glass are available in sizes 2T, 3T
(thickness 5 mm) and 4T (thickness 6 mm).
- 2M 8T and 2M 4T pull-up and flap doors. These are
multifunctional storage and may also be used in TV bays.
- 4M 3T chest of drawers. Also available in 1M 3T single
drawer version.
- 2M 3T suspended file drawer (1 row of files suspended
across the depth for office storage). Two file drawers may
be superposed for use with a 4 M door.
– TV compositions: in order to adapt to various types of
television, solutions are offered in widths 6T, 8T and 12T,
with fixed shelves capable of taking the weight of the
equipment, back panels set forwards, flap doors, pull-up
doors, fixed or rotating TV supports, supply kit
with cabling, back panel with ventilation, cable ports.
– Lighting: to be set into tops and shelves – LED spots with
foot switch control

18. – 21.

360 DEGRÉS

19.

VILLA ROSE

20.

tolbiac

Roberto Paoli

François Azambourg

Grégoire de Lafforest

CONCEPT & AESTHETICS

CONCEPT & AESTHETICS

CONCEPT & AESTHETICS

With 360°, Roberto Paoli sought to offer a low table in a
greater height but with a very fluid design which, thanks to
its height, offers the dual function of being able to do duty
as an occasional dining table with cushions spread around
it. Thanks to its little top which pivots 360°, it can extend to
offer additional space if necessary.
A modern, elegant expression of the requirements in terms
of mobility and flexibility of the items which surround us

A successful candidate for the ‘villa Médicis hors les murs’
in 2003; winner of the Grand Prix du Design de Paris in
2004, and three times winner of the Musée des Arts
Décoratifs’ Top Plastique competition, François Azambourg
dedicates his work to the alliance of techniques and art
peculiar to the applied arts.
François Azambourg’s designs have been produced by
Hermès, Cappellini, Domeau&Peres, , Domestic and
Poltrona Frau. He also designed an enormous chandelier
for the Galeries Lafayette, Toulouse in 2005 and also
works with Japanese manufacturers in the field of recycled
plastics. In 2012 he was the subject of a retrospective at
the Villa Noailles.

Trained interior architect and designer (graduate of the
ESAG Penninghen), Grégoire has worked in the agencies
of Bruno Moinard, Noé Duchaufour Lawrence and Gilles
& Boissier, where he worked on large projects such as
the head office of Hermès in Paris, the Cartier boutiques,
private mansion for Veuve Clicquot and more recently the
Ciel de Paris restaurant at the top of the Montparnasse
tower.
At the same time he was working on his own interior
architecture and furniture design projects which led to
him being recognised by the VIA in 2011, 2012 and 2013.

MANUFACTURING QUALITY
Steel structure, satin white lacquered MDF tops
(lower top pivots around the central base)
range
Low table w 77/100 L 52 h 39

François Azambourg develops his work on the Villa Rose
chair and desk (Label Via 2011) with a pair of finely-drawn
trestles which can be combined with a thick glass top to
create a very elegant table (180 x 100) or desk (140 x 81)
which cannot fail to appeal to lovers of glass tables, for
dining or for working.
MANUFACTURING QUALITY
Black-stained oak. 12 mm thick glass top

Tolbiac introduces a 3rd dimension into the world of
shelving units: with one side shaped like stairs, it forms
a triangular shape which evolves to the point where the
shelves regain their straight shape at the 5th level. The
front edge is worked in a helix shape to follow the slope
of the side panel and bring purity to the overall effect.
These ‘stairs’ may be positioned to the left or right of
the unit. This bay, which can be used on its own, may be
complemented with additional columns in widths 75 and
131, which may be added in modular fashion.
Available in two versions: shelving unit H 215 and shelving
unit H 260; the shelving unit H 260may be cut in height,
in cm, down to a minimum of 220 cm.

20.

tolbiac

MANUFACTURING QUALITY
– Natural or black-stained oak veneer.
– Entirely made from 40 mm veneered MDF.
– Shelves mounted invisibly in lateral grooves.
– Must be fixed to a wall.
IMPORTANT : the ‘stairs’ play an aesthetic role and also
that of a shelf – but they should on no account be used
as stairs by an adult wishing to reach the top of the
shelving unit.
range
Base unit W 131.1 D 76 h 215 or 260
Additional bays W 75.1 ou 131.1 D 35 h 215 or 260

22. – 23.

ITISY

Philippine Lemaire
CONCEPT & AESTHETICS
Having graduated from the ESAD, Rheims in 2008,
Philippine Lemaire has been working freelance, either
alone or with a partner. She is just as involved in the fields
of objects and furniture as she is in scenography or spatial
planning. Examining our contemporary ways of living, she
tries to maintain a sensitive approach in the case of each
of her creations. A material, a function or a production
method are all valid springboards in the development of
a project. Today she works with a range of manufacturers
such as the Faïencerie de Gien and the Cristalleries de
Saint-Louis
Itisy is an astonishing console table which transforms into
a dining table. Its mobility springs from its capacity –
thanks to its metal ball joints – of rearranging the 4 tops
(Ø 54cm) until they align to form a square dining table
with approx. 110 cm sides, enabling it to comfortably
accommodate 4 persons.
In each configuration the overall effect is very elegant
thanks to the two-legged solid oak bases which are paired
with each top and are evocative of traditional stilts.
MANUFACTURING QUALITY
Natural solid oak, sawn. Grey lacquered metal ball joints
Legs in solid oak.

range
Desk version w 140 d 81 h 74
Table version w 180 d 100 h 74

range
Table w 110/186 d 110/54 h 75

tolbiac
Grégoire de Lafforest

10.

9. 

11.

didier gomez

outofstock

Didier Gomez enthusiastically accepted the gauntlet thrown down
by Michel Roset for his 2013 collection: to design a ‘contemporary
international’ collection of seating which will offer the greatest
comfort ever offered by Ligne Roset !

Driven by a creative energy enriched by their various cultural origins,
they define their work as, “the result of the conversation between
designer and artisan.”

Nils
11.

12.
9.

Mirror Vanity Shelf

In actual fact, Didier Gomez and Ligne Roset have made the very
best use of every possible technical resource which might enable the
comfort of a settee to be optimized.

With the Vanity Shelf mirror/storage, hung from a hook by a single
leather strap, they have found the perfect balance – in both the real
and the figurative sense – between the two shapes (circular and
rectangular) and their functionalities (mirror and shelf storage). Each
element finds its own place, each resting against the other.

10.

12.

TOSHIYUKI kita

evangelos vasileiou

The creator of pieces which are woven into the fabric of international
design history and which now form part of the permanent collections
of the very greatest museums, Toshiyuki Kita is a major, legendary
designer.

Feminine furniture par excellence, the Juliette dressing table is
particularly graceful. Its body rests on four black lacquered steel legs, the
extreme slimness of which evokes the lightness of stiletto heels.

11.

Armchair @-Chair
12.

9.

@-chair is an armchair for our time, perfectly adapted for a diversity
and multiplicity of uses, its highly contemporary design completely in
line with Toshiyuki Kita’s habitual style.

Dressing table Juliette

The whole piece is covered in blond American walnut, which brings a
touch of both richness and warmth.

designers – 2013

10.
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jean baptiste
Jean François d’Or

1.

LUNA ROSSA

Antonio Sironi
CONCEPT & AESTHETICS
Luna Rossa which is spectacular first and foremost for its
size, a half-sphere 80 cm in diameter and 40 cm high, and
then for its treatment, which sits on the frontier between
industrial (workshop) and shabby chic style (vintage
salvage).
Its name, Luna Rossa, evokes the shape and colour of its
shade, the external half-sphere of which is craftsmanrusted, making each ceiling light truly unique in character.
The rusted surface is then stabilized by the careful
application of wax.
To avoid glare, the light is softly diffused all around the
internal wall, with the LED lights concealed behind a small
white lacquered steel dome which is the same colour as
the interior of the shade.
The light is held up by a taut steel cable and supplied with
a black cable, the calculated undulation of which will bring
its own touch of elegance.

1.

LUNA ROSSA

MANUFACTURING QUALITY
Half-sphere ceiling light in repoussé steel with rusted,
waxed exterior and white lacquered interior.
Invisible light source: the ring of LEDs (ribbon of 24 W
warm white LEDs) is concealed beneath a small white
lacquered steel dome which allows the light to diffuse over
the internal wall.
Given the handcrafted production process (rust), each
shade is a unique piece, each presenting a different surface
appearance to all the others.
Steel cable and black electrical cord.
RANGE
Ceiling light Ø 80 H 46/246 (shade 40 + ceiling fitting 6 +
metal cable 200)

2. – 4. – 7.

Jean - baptiste

Jean - François d’Or
CONCEPT & AESTHETICS
Would Jean-Baptiste de la Quintinie, designer of the
potager du roi at Versailles, have appreciated this
posthumous homage? He certainly would for, being the
precursor of a number of gardening techniques, he would
have been very interested in the mixed use of this outdoor
stool, to be used either with a top on which to arrange
vases, or alternatively with a pot set directly into the stool,
the centre of which is pierced to allow the water to drain
away.
A new idea from Jean-François d’Or, who has already
designed the Bonbonne collection of vases and lights for
Ligne Roset.
MANUFACTURING QUALITY
3 legs in larch
Top in white enamelled stoneware

3. – 12.

MARDI 22/09

5.

Naica

6.

ONE SHAPE

Guillaume Bardet

Daniel Debiasi & Federico Sandri

Marie Christine Dorner

CONCEPT & AESTHETICS

CONCEPT & AESTHETICS

CONCEPT & AESTHETICS

A graduate of the École des Arts décoratifs, selected by the
VIA on several occasions, a former pensionnaire de la Villa
Médicis and lecturer at the ENSCI, Guillaume Bardet is now
one of the French designers who really count

Inspired by old-fashioned miners’ lamps, Naica itself calls
to mind a little illuminated grotto, the internal surface
of which softly diffuses, by reflection, the light provided
by the LED’s at the back. The red or beige-covered cable
(depending on the overall finish) is arranged in the form
of a loop at the top which doubles as a carrying handle. A
very poetic product which brings distinctive character to
the settings into which it is introduced.

An eclectic designer and cosmopolitan interior architect,
Marie-Christine Dorner is more than capable of designing
furniture for Idée in Japan (1986), rings for Bernardaud
(2008), as well as the presidential stands for every 14th
July celebration since 1990!

The Mardi 22/09 light arose from his incredible project,
‘l’usage des Jours’. For a whole year, between 21/09/2009
and 22/10/2010, he designed one object per day,
according to his ideas and the seasons, with the obligation
of never repeating himself. This monumental task was
then executed by the ceramicists of the Drôme region,
with certain pieces being produced at the Manufacture de
Sèvres.
Guillaume Bardet was awarded the ‘l’intelligence de la
main’ prize by the Fondation Bettencourt for his work

Daniel Debiasi and Federico Sandri are 2 young Milanese
designers who have been working together since 2010.
They draw influence from a range of sources to work on
a range of product projects and have already attained
significant visibility in the international architecture and
design press.

MANUFACTURING QUALITY

MANUFACTURING QUALITY

Enamelled ceramic.
Matt black exterior; gloss copper interior.
Logo of designer.

– Ceramic
– White interior and exterior; beige cable
– Red interior and white exterior; red cable
– Double-walled
– Equipped with LED’s.

range
Table lamp Ø24 H36

range
Table lamp W 40 D 11 H 26

Created in London in 2004 in conjunction with some of
the foremost Japanese and French artisans, her ‘One form,
one shape’ collection was simultaneously exhibited in both
Paris and Tokyo. Her concept: “Matière matters” – that is,
materials take precedence.
For Marie-Christine Dorner, design should be thought of
today as an art where the material takes first place: the
search for beauty does not necessarily mean a search for
new forms but rather a journey to the heart of things. To
demonstrate how each material is noble, when it is worked
with well. And to make each object a jewel, whether it be
made from gold or bamboo.
From which comes the idea of a single form (a simple
section of square tubing with 2 straight opposing parallel
faces and 2 other faces which curve slightly towards
each other, making a harmonious synthesis of the three
elementary types of outline which the designer always
favours: the plane, the curve, the gap) which will be
available in various shapes (jewel – ring, pendant – to
giant sculpture via the sofa end table) and in all kinds of
materials (metal, ceramic, glass, dressed hide, rattan bark,
solid wood…).

6.

ONE SHAPE

Ligne Roset has decided to reissue the One Shape sofa end
table in two very different materials which will call on very
different types of craftsmanship: solid ash and ceramic.
MANUFACTURING QUALITY
Sofa end table in 2 very different finishes which require
very different manufacturing techniques.
Linked blocks of solid oak, in matt black-stained sawn
effect.
Gloss white polyurethane lacquered ceramic with
expanded polyurethane foam reinforcement, injected into
the interior.

8. – 11.

UPSIDE DOWN

RECOIN

Christian Ghion

C&Py Baudrimont Le Sonn

CONCEPT & AESTHETICS

CONCEPT & AESTHETICS

A very long way from his monumental carbon fibre
executive desk, which he designed for the Mobilier
National in 2010, the Upside Down vases see the rebirth
of a series of vases which Christian Ghion exhibited at the
Galerie Neotu at the end of the Nineties.

Recoin is a shelf which associates purity of line with pareddown use of materials. The stainless steel plate is brilliantpolished and laser-cut then folded to achieve the required
shape. Its generous dimensions and the reflections it
sends from various angles guarantee it a strong, singular
presence in whichever environment it inhabits.

The organic, sensual design of these vases in mouth-blown
glass guarantees them a shape full of natural clarity, over
and above their function.
They can be stood either on the wide base or the neck,
either alone or in combination to reinforce their singular
presence.

range
Sofa end table w 40 D 40 H 40

9.

range
Large transparent Ø 33 H29
Small blue version Ø 30 H24

MANUFACTURING QUALITY
3-4 mm thick brilliant-polished stainless steel, laser cut and
folded. Black lacquered underneath.
range
Shelf W 50.9 D 60.6 H 53.9

10.

LUN-R

13.

STAR 13

Aïssa Logerot

Dögg Design

CONCEPT & AESTHETICS

CONCEPT & AESTHETICS

With its singular appearance, Aïssa Logerot’s Lun-R was
one of the lights which made Aïssa Logerot the only double
winner of the concours (Prix du Jury for her ‘Posh’ light in
the 3rd competition, Prix du public for Lun-R in the 5th).
Being waterproof, Lun-R is designed to be used either
indoors or outdoors. Its 3 legs may be adjusted in order to
vary the inclination.

Dögg Gudmundsdottir is an Icelandic designer who studied
in Milan and in Copenhagen, where she now lives. Her
work is principally influenced by natural materials, organic
forms and traditional craftsmanship.

MANUFACTURING QUALITY
Made entirely from PMMA.
1-piece ball with painted lower section.
Waterproof.
Equipped with a 5 m neoprene cable and rocker switch.
Flat 11 W bulb.
range
Table lamp Ø30 H24

In 2012 she designed the Fifty armchair for Ligne Roset
in collaboration with Danish architect and designer Rikke
Rützou Arnved.
The Star 13 rug, which she brings us this year, falls
perfectly into line with her style of work : her design is
clearly inspired by the traditional motifs which decorate
the renowned Icelandic knitwear, in particular the
omnipresent Nordic snowflake motif, the pixellated
crystalline structure of which feels curiously current these
days.
If knitwear exports no longer constitute the island’s
second resource after fishing, as they did in centuries past
(in 1624, for example, 72,230 pairs of socks and 12,232
pairs of mittens were exported, having been knitted by
the entire population of men, women and children from
a very young age), knitting still remains a cultural trait of
Icelandic society, being for example still taught there in
school. There has been a resurgence of interest in knitting
in recent years.

13.

STAR 13

MANUFACTURING QUALITY
Tufted rug in 100 % wool.
Held in stock in one colour. Other dimensions and/or
colours available by special order (pompom ring).
RANGE
Rug L 300 W 200

14.

VANITY SHELF

Outofstock
CONCEPT & AESTHETICS
Founded in 2006, Outofstock is a collective of designers
comprising Gabriel Tan and Wendy Chua from Singapore,
Sébastian Alberdi from Spain and Gustaves Maggio from
Argentina. Their design studio was born out of a fortuitous
meeting in Stockholm, hence the name Outofstock. They
are currently focussing on interior architecture and the
design of both products and furniture.
Driven by a creative energy enriched by their various
cultural origins, they define their work as, “the result of
the conversation between designer and artisan.”
Voted “Young Designers of the Year” by the Spanish Elle
Decoration magazine in 2010, they now collaborate with a
range of international brands.
As evidenced by their previous creations, (for example
their Hues low tables), they love to play with geometric
forms and their combinations: with the Vanity Shelf
mirror/storage, hung from a hook by a single leather strap,
they have found the perfect balance – in both the real and
the figurative sense – between the two shapes (circular
and rectangular) and their functionalities (mirror and shelf
storage). Each element finds its own place, each resting
against the other.
Vanity Shelf may be located in a hallway as a mirror/trinket
holder, or in a bathroom (mirror/shelf).

14.

VANITY SHELF

MANUFACTURING QUALITY
Structure of round mirror and rectangular shelf storage in
black lacquered aluminium. Both are hung from a black
lacquered steel hook via a natural-coloured leather strap
which surrounds each element.
RANGE
Wall-mounted mirror/occasional storage W 55 D 8 H 93

15. – 23.

ADONIS

Gino Carollo
CONCEPT & AESTHETICS
Born in 1965 in Vicenza, Gino Carollo founded his own
design agency in 1999 and collaborates with a number
of prestigious companies in the furnishing sector such as
Interlübke, Bonaldo, Draenert and Porada.
After his Brooklyn glass table, which he designed for Ligne
Roset in 2010, Gino Carollo now brings us the very elegant
Adonis mirror.
When closed, Adonis appears to be a rectangular wall
panel in American walnut. At both top and bottom, the
corners of the two uppermost adjoining panels are cut
in elegantly rounded fashion to create a handhold for
opening.
When opened out, the two asymmetrical panels on the
outside (widths 25 and 35 cm) swing out to reveal their
mirrored faces, uncovering the central mirrored panel
(width 60 cm) at the same time. Thus, Adonis becomes a
stunning triptych mirror.
The association of materials chosen by the designer is
particularly successful : the warmth of the blond walnut in
turn lends warmth to the surfaces of the mirror.
In a hallway or dressing room, Adonis is a discreet
presence when closed. And when open, it will enable
one to see oneself however one wants, from 3 different
angles of which 2 may be adjusted as desired : a dream for
the well-turned-out who want to check their appearance
before going out!

vanity shelf

15. – 23.

Outofstock

MANUFACTURING QUALITY

ADONIS

Wall-mounted asymmetrical triptych mirror made from
panels of MDF finished in American walnut veneer on the
exterior, with a mirror on the internal face.
RANGE
Wall-mounted triptych mirror W 60/120* D 2 H 170
* In open position, the maximum width of 120 cm
consists of the total width of each of the three
panels of 35, 60 and 25 cm.

16. – 24.

CONTAINER BY

Benjamin Hubert

16. – 24.

CONTAINER By

CONCEPT AND AESTHETICS

A successful result thanks to the soft curves of the
cylindrical base and ovoid shade, in a ‘domesticated
industrial’ spirit.

Born in the United Kingdom in 1984, Benjamin Hubert
studied industrial design and technology at Loughborough
University (2006).

The imaginative choice of colours (pink and blue) for the
electrical cables underlines the sculptural, almost austere
design of this light.

He founded his own eponymous agency in 2009 and has
produced numerous pieces of furniture, lighting and
consumer goods.

MANUFACTURING QUALITY

His work has been recognized by numerous international
awards: Design of the Year (Britain, 2010), EDIDA (2010),
Red Dot, iF and the Audi prize (2012).
In 2012 he was selected to design the Juliet armchair
which was produced to commemorate the 100th
anniversary of the Poltrona Frau brand.
High lighting creations have led him to explore materials
as diverse as glass fibre, fine marble, terracotta, cork,
concrete, aluminium, stretched alveolar polyester, silicone,
rubber…
This time, the Container By table lamp, designed for Ligne
Roset, is entirely made from matt enamelled ceramic, both
base and shade.
Its design chimes perfectly with the philosophy of its
creator, who aspires to bring forth timeless objects which
do not seek to follow trends or fashions but which draw on
an analysis of function, with the choice of materials and
their mode of employment carefully adapted in terms of
functionality, and an appropriate visual language which
tends towards honest conciseness.

2 kg weighted base and shade in matt enamelled ceramic
– choice of pale khaki with pink textile cable or very light
grey with blue textile cable.
At the junction of the two ceramic sections there is a
silicone joint, coloured to match the cable.
42 W E 27 spherical eco halogen bulb (classic P).
range
Table lamp W 16 D 32 H 40

container by
Benjamin Hubert

17.

FLOO

18. – 19.

ALFRED

20.

hourglasS

21.

RIZIère

22.

STELLA PATTERSON

Liran Levi

Numéro 111

Antoine Phelouzat

Carmen Stallbaumer

Numéro 111

CONCEPT & AESTHETICS

CONCEPT & AESTHETICS

CONCEPT & AESTHETICS

CONCEPT & AESTHETICS

Unlike most suspended ceiling lights, Floo hangs from a
cable on one side, remaining perfectly horizontal because
of the shift in its centre of gravity. Aesthetically speaking,
this difference creates a new, enigmatic silhouette and
without the central cable an uninterrupted circular disc of
light is obtained.

The Alfred screen, comprising a felt-covered panel and a
wooden frame, sculpts space with its play on fullness and
emptiness. These two elements come together to create a
piece which can be used wherever desired.
Numéro 111 is a young trio from Saint Etienne who
launched their collaboration with Ligne Roset in 2012
with 2 particularly successful lights : Olive and Peye.

An object should be a vector of value, of knowledge. It
should raise questions, arouse the curiosity. A product is
interesting when it has different levels of comprehension.
Hourglass is a clear representation of the manner in which
Antoine Phelouzat develops his projects. Here, the coat
stand function is enhanced by the way in which the multiply uprights are put together – these give the impression
of being part of a cable made from multiple wood fibres,
or a tree from its roots to its branches. The result is an
astonishing piece which is at once highly designed and
natural.

«I find it very stimulating to create objects which ally
emotion and function, which produce a feeling of
wellbeing by their shape, their colour and their material,
and which express individuality.»

MANUFACTURING QUALITY
Height adjustable via a ‘coulistop’; also adjustable in terms
of inclination.
Opaque shade with black exterior and white interior.
Red cable.
Bulb hidden by a thermoformed diffuser (bulb TBC).
RANGE
Suspended ceiling light Ø54.5 H31

MANUFACTURING QUALITY
Ash or natural oak, Divina acier
RANGE

MANUFACTURING QUALITY

Wood frame W 52
Upholstered section W 74
Total H 170

Beech multi-ply finished in grey-stained ash veneer.

CONCEPT & AESTHETICS
It was undeniably this idea which was guiding Carmen
Stallbaumer when she designed this new rug for us. A
breath of nature, of travel, which will bring additional soul
to contemporary interiors.

Stella Patterson is a wall shelf constructed from wood and
folded metal.
The shelf offers a succession of planes, staging the objects
placed on it. The horizontal nature of the shelf in sculpted
wood emphasises the broken lines of the metal surfaces.
Numéro 111 is a young trio from Saint Etienne who
launched their collaboration with Ligne Roset in 2012 with
2 particularly successful lights : Olive and Peye.
MANUFACTURING QUALITY

MANUFACTURING QUALITY
Kilim in 100 % wool.
Should be used with a rug underlay.
2 colours : Rouge / Bleu

Natural oak, grey and green lacquered steel.
RANGE
Étagère L 100 W 14 H 14.5

RANGE

RANGE

Overall dimensions W 47 D 43 H 165

Rug L 200 W 300

Discover the entire collection 2013 on the CD

www.ligne-roset.com

ligne-roset.com
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